Dan Hendey: Facebook aim to empower Fridays 1:00pm

jlwilliams: edenalternative.org Zoom meeting every Friday at 12:30pm ET have been extended through the end of May

Wendy Jo Hartsock: I am sure it is hard for all of you, but please know how much you all are appreciated and so much needed. TR is so underappreciated and this just makes it even harder. God Bless each of you, hang in there. Sending positive vibes and well wishes.

Jeff: Students at York College have generated some 1:1 activity program plans. Glad to share them- any ideas on best way to do it.

Just wanted to share an idea that was shared via our Weekly Lifestyle Engagement newsletter that promotes some independent leisure. It's a murder mystery. Each Saturday morning she+ gives the residents a short mystery story to read throughout the day. In the afternoon, she checks in on the residents to see if they came up with the right answer, or she gives them hints. In the coming weeks, she plans on giving them daily clues to keep them intrigued throughout the week! Residents and staff both have been wondering who did it and asking for more mysteries!

Lynne Pomietlarz: HAHAHAHAHA! Funny Dan! Heck no. Even in the workplace nobody knows what we do or is grateful for it.

It gives the resident something to do on their own throughout the day!

danh@prps.org

caraeisenmesser : I will do that! Thank you! Not problem!!

Jeff : That answers my question Dan, thanks.

Brit Sarnese: Our families have been great too! They are really thankful. I think this whole thing has given a lot of people a new appreciation about what we do. I don’t think a lot of team members and families realize quite how much we do and this brought our team to the spotlight a bit more not my idea! It is from one of our team members from Erie! :) she's super creative and awesome

Jennifer Szakacs Strohl: May flowers! or seeds to grow

I sent the nomination form if anyone is interested

Thank you everyone!

me too for the sight and sound please

Jennifer Szakacs Strohl: jszakacs@gsrh.org

caraeisenmesser : Thank you everyone! Best of luck to everyone! I will have my 1:1 project once it is completed! I will send it to Dan! If we could have more of these that would be great!